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An elegant and efficient way to calculate and analytically show the main features of spiral patch anten-
nas is presented in this paper. The derivation of an approximate analytical expression for the dominant cur-
rent density mode on the patch is initially presented, from which it can be easily calculated the patch radi-
ation pattern. Its invariance with frequency scaling, which is the main feature of such log-periodic antennas,
is in particular shown, together with a good congruency with experimental results. An extension to higher-
-order modes for a MoM analysis of the current density is then suggested, which may be useful to study
with higher accuracy the other antenna characteristics, such as gain and input impedance at the feed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The interest in antenna applications with an ul-
tra-wide broadband behavior is currently growing
very much, especially for aircraft and vehicle-sur-
veillance systems. Such radiators are usually desig-
ned as frequency independent antennas, whose
shape is invariant to a scaling in the dimensions.
This feature, in fact, implies a self-similar behavi-
or when the frequency is varied that usually
grants a bandwidth up to 900 %. For this reason,
the Archimedes spiral antennas or other log-perio-
dic antennas have been widely employed for such
applications, since their geometry is self-coincident
after a scaling in the dimensions.

The spiral shape has been employed for wire
antennas [1] and for patch radiator applications [2],
showing in both cases a very large bandwidth.

Their analysis and synthesis over a wide or ultra-
-wide frequency range, however, are not simple
tasks, since simulations are still time-consuming. At
the moment, in fact, the full-wave numerical analy-
sis of spiral radiators is developed following stan-
dard approaches (Method of Moments (MoM), Fi-
nite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method, Fi-
nite Element (FE) method, etc.), based on the dis-
cretization of the antenna elements in a proper
number of sub-domains. The simulations, thus, in-
volve a large number of unknowns and their com-
putational time is consequently very large, due to
the wide frequency range of operation and to the
small details characterizing the spiral loops that
resonate at the higher frequencies. Time saving

can be achieved by using a non-uniform discreti-
zation or by properly combining the aforementio-
ned numerical techniques with approximate high-
-frequency approaches, but the results are usually
still not sufficient. 

Attempts to approach the problem analytically
have been performed along the years, but even the
simplest case of a spiral wire presents serious dif-
ficulties that have discouraged a full-wave analyti-
cal solution. 

Here in the following, we present an analytical
solution for the lowest order dominant current
mode on a spiral patch antenna, which may de-
scribe in a sufficiently accurate way the radiating
properties of a spiral patch and can be used as
a first synthesis tool. Moreover, an extension to
derive a set of higher-order orthogonal current mo-
des is proposed, allowing in principle an entire-
-domain MoM analysis of the structure, which
would involve a very small number of unknowns,
would take into account at the same moment the
smallest details and the bigger loops of the patch
and would cause a strong time saving in the com-
putation of the antenna properties.

2 THEORETICAL APPROACH

The geometry under analysis is made up of a
two-arm spiral patch antenna laying on the z = 0
plane, whose geometry is depicted in Figure 1 in
a suitable polar reference system of coordinates r
and φ. The arms are fed at the origin (r = 0) and
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such expression can be easily extended adopting
Chebyshev polynomials to evaluate a set of ortho-
gonal entire-domain current density modes, from
which a MoM analysis can be easily performed.
This work is under progress and will be presented
by the authors in a future paper.

4 CONCLUSIONS

An elegant and efficient analytical expression
for the dominant current density mode on spiral
patch antennas has been derived. Such derivation
has been briefly presented and then some numer-
ical results underlining the broadband features of
spiral patches have been shown. The results are
in good agreement with experimental results from
previous papers in the literature. An extension to
higher-order modes for a MoM analysis of the
current density is also suggested, which may be
useful to study with more accuracy the other

antenna characteristics, such as gain and input
impedance at the feed.
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Fig. 4 Current density plots for a two-arm spiral patch 
(β = 0.3) on the cut ϕ = 0 at frequency f = 2 GHz
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Fig. 5 Current density plots for a two-arm spiral patch 
(β = 0.3) on the cut ϕ = 0 at frequency f = 10 GHz
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Dominantni mod gusto}e struje na spiralnoj patch anteni. U radu je prikazan privla~an i djelotvoran pristup
prora~unu i analiti~kom prikazu spiralnih patch antena. Prvo je izveden aproksimativni analiti~ki izraz za domi-
nantni mod gusto}e struje na spiralnom patchu. Pomo}u izvedenog izraza mogu}e je jednostavno izra~unati dija-
grame zra~enja patch antene. Prora~unom je potvr|eno da se dijagrami zra~enja ovakve log-periodi~ke antene
ne mijenjaju s frekvencijom. Utvr|eno je dobro podudaranje prora~una dijagrama zra~enja s rezultatima mjere-
nja. Predlo`eno je pro{irenje za vi{e modove gusto}e struje pogodne za analizu patch antene pomo}u metode
momenata. Primjenom metode momenata uz predlo`eno pro{irenje vi{im modovima mo`e se s ve}om to~no{}u
prou~avati i druge osobine antene kao npr. dobitak i ulazna impedancija.

Klju~ne rije~i: spiralna antena, {irokopojasna planarna antena, menadriraju}a spiralna antena
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